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Abstract 
This paper provides a retrospective account of three decades of my work as a literacy 
educator and researcher. Taking key insights from feminist sociologist, Dorothy 
Smith, including women’s standpoint, the everyday world as problematic, institutional 
capture, a sociology for the people, I revisit my research on literacy, poverty and 
schooling. I argue that understanding better the effects of what we do in educational 
institutions, through collaborative research with teachers, can lead us to generate 
positive alternative equity-driven practices.
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Introduction 
I came relatively late to the world of the sociology of education, having been a 
teacher, research assistant, part-time hourly paid tutor and so on, whilst undertaking 
post-graduate studies. However, from early in my career as an educator I had been 
inducted into practices of action research which inculcated a practitioner researcher 
disposition and a commitment towards exploring the politics of local knowledge and 
indeed institutional ways of knowing. Yet when I came to undertake doctoral studies 
my experience and knowledge as a literacy educator seemed invalid, insignificant and 
indeed better concealed. It was at this time that I encountered Dorothy Smith’s (1987) 
The everyday world as problematic: a feminist sociology. Dorothy Smith’s take on the 
everyday world, ruling relations (Smith, 1990a, 1995), on feminist or women’s 
standpoint (Smith, 1987, 2005), institutional ethnography (Smith, 2005), amongst 
other important conceptual tools, supported me as a researcher of literacy education, 
as someone who mainly researched with women and children in high poverty locales,  
in developing an enabling and ethical politics about my scholarly everyday work. In 
this paper I explore how I have applied my understanding of Dorothy Smith’s work in 
my research with teachers1. 
 
Dorothy Smith’s work is extensive. So I have selected key concepts, turns of phrase 
and ways of approaching research, with and for people, that have for me been 
‘activating texts’ (following Smith, 2005). It is important to say that I am not a 
sociologist as such, nor have I formally conducted a full-scale institutional 
ethnography. I am a literacy educator, an ethnographic and collaborative researcher 
                                                     
1 This paper is based on an invited address I gave at the Dorothy Smith and the social organisation of 
knowledge Symposium at the Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Western Australia on May 
3rd 2006. I took the opportunity presented by this occasion to reflect on three decades of my research in 
literacy education through some of the lenses provided by Dorothy Smith’s work. 
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with a commitment to studying the work of teachers located in the most 
socioeconomically disadvantaged areas. I work mainly with women teachers in 
primary schools and have an explicit social justice agenda that involves telling 
counter (sometimes good news) stories of their work with young people; I also aim to 
make policy interventions about the inclusion of critical literacy curriculum. In this 
paper I draw particularly on two of Dorothy Smith’s many publications: The everyday 
world as problematic: a feminist sociology (1987) and Institutional ethnography: a 
sociology for people (2005) simply because these are the texts that I know best. Here I 
explain how and why my encounter with feminist/women’s standpoint, through 
Dorothy Smith, was so generative. I also illustrate how her critique of the dominance 
of sociological theory and her subsequent insistence on research as ‘discovery’, based 
on the actualities of people’s everyday experiences, has infused my research. I refer to 
three main phases of my work that explicitly draw from, run parallel with or are 
inspired by Dorothy Smith’s problematic. 
 
 
Problematising educational keywords – Feminist standpoint and Foucault 
I begin by giving a quick overview of my doctoral work, The discursive construction 
of literacy in a disadvantaged school, where a feminist standpoint was crucial in two 
ways, firstly because it helped me find a place from which I could speak in the public 
domain as someone who knew about literacy and class, and secondly, because this 
study helped me to think differently about the politics of work and knowledge-making 
for those who work in high poverty schools.  
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The ‘problematic’ driving my thesis was the differential effects of schooling on poor 
children. In particular I was concerned with the kinds of literacies socioeconomically 
disadvantaged children were given access to through their primary schooling. My 
interest arose from my own life history as a child of working-class parents. My father 
had immigrated to Australia and his adult working life was plagued by interrupted 
employment. I was part of the baby boomer generation. My education had allowed me 
to undertake higher education on a scholarship and to enter the teaching profession. I 
had also worked as a teacher in a so-called ‘disadvantaged school’. Hence I brought 
many embodied points of connection to the project. As Smith has so neatly expresses 
it: 
 
People bring to any moment of activity the deposits of their idiosyncratic 
biographies. (Smith, 1995, p205) 
 
Yet now I was an educational researcher studying teachers’ work, in particular their 
discursive work and the effects on student subjectivity and educational trajectories. I 
struggled with the politics of negotiating an ethical researcher relationship with these 
educators in this school. At the same time I struggled with how to build a scholarly 
disposition around my work as a novice researcher. Reading Smith, and other 
feminists who were creating conversations and writing about standpoint, was 
incredibly helpful as I worked on a way of being a researcher in that school and in the 
writing of the thesis. Ultimately this was to affect my long-term preferred approach to 
researching with teachers. 
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Smith argues that in a world where texts increasingly organise and rule society 
women have not constructed the ideological models around which debates occur 
(Smith, 1987). This observation was particularly salient for me. In the world of 
literacy education (as I knew it at that time in Australia), theory and policy-making 
was typically (though not exclusively) undertaken by men, whereas the classroom 
work was largely women’s work. My doctoral project was an ethnographic 
investigation in one small Catholic parish school in an extremely poor community. I 
was interested in the work of these women educators, the mundane and everyday; 
what was involved in their pedagogical decision-making and practice; what difference 
it made that the school served one of the poorest and most culturally diverse 
populations in Adelaide; what difference literacy policy made; what difference it 
made that this was a Catholic parish school. I wanted to learn how teachers 
understood their work, their students, and literacy. Which discourses circulated in the 
staff room, newsletters, reminders, notice boards and children’s report cards? What 
did they do (if anything), that was out of the ordinary in terms of curriculum, 
pedagogy or beyond? In that study I traced the traverse of discourses across different 
texts by closely analysing:  
 
 State and national policy and media texts  
 Official school policies and advertisements in the public domain  
 Within school texts (staffroom meetings, pin-boards, day message books, 
teacher assignments, pep-talks, classroom discourse, children’s written self 
assessments, report cards and so on) 
 Research-generated texts (including interviews, transcripts and field-notes of 
observations in each classroom, and student produced artefacts). 
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Using an ethnographic approach visiting the school several times a week over 
eighteen months I gradually assembled a large corpus of textual data of different 
kinds. At the same time I collected print media and policy texts what were relevant to 
literacy, poverty, schooling and teachers’ work.  
 
Insert Figure 1 School under siege here. 
 
Taking a Foucauldian approach to discourse (Foucault, 1972, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 
1983, 1984, 1988), I considered for example how ‘quality’, a keyword in the official 
rhetoric at the time, was manifest in the everyday work of teachers, how it was taken 
up in their thinking, evident in their curriculum planning, assignments and 
evaluations. I considered what constituted literacy in the everyday life of the 
classrooms and discovered how for children ‘writing’ = ‘work’. Indeed ‘work’ was a 
keyword in these classrooms and was heard many, many times more often than ‘learn’ 
or ‘read’ for example. Looking at the archival report cards for every child in the 
school for one year and case study students in the senior class for their entire school 
histories I examined the ways in which what constituted the ideal literate student had 
changed over time. For instance I followed the primary school trajectory of Carlo 
through reading across his report archive, looking at the multiple simultaneous 
functions of these documents (Comber, 1997a) and how euphemisms worked to 
disguise his real difficulties with literacy. I was interested in what could be said by 
these teachers in this place and time.  
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Deficit discourses and the material effects of poverty on teachers’ work 
There are many synergies between my Foucault-informed approach, in the sense of 
tracking discourses as they work in a capillary fashion through everyday texts, and 
Dorothy Smith’s (2005, pp 166-169) emphasis on text-action sequences. However my 
initial goal at this time was to consider the consequences for different children, how 
they fared in the institution of schooling. While I was interested in what I could learn 
from teachers, I underestimated my own limits in hearing what they told me and the 
impact of various frames of reference in my interpretations of what they said. In other 
words, initially my understanding of their accounts of their work was limited by my 
‘capture’ (Smith, 1987, 2005) in various dominant truths and theories in literacy 
studies, which had also been appropriated and were circulating in the school.  
 
Teachers reported the impact of poverty on their working lives as it was brought to 
school through parental and children’s traumas and embodied suffering; their anxiety 
about standards and behaviour; their fear the school might close; the everyday 
interruptions and lack of resources and so on. Not surprisingly, I found elements of 
what other researchers had reported, namely the reproduction of deficit discourses 
with respect to these children – literacy, poverty and schooling.  
 
Thirty six per cent of Australians are in a situation of some kind of abuse 
whether it is just verbal, or domestic violence of some kind. I've thought that 
actually means that one in every three of my children are in that situation and 
I started to look at it in, sort of compassion. I started to think about, I was 
feeling less abused by it. 
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The teacher here accounts for children’s bad behaviour at school by making reference 
to situations of suspected abuse at home. She quotes recent statistics she has read. 
This move allows her to be more ‘compassionate’ as she describes it and draw on her 
religious tradition to forgive the children themselves and ultimately reports feeling 
less abused herself by their behaviours. There are multiple moves being made in this 
short passage around the keyword of ‘abuse’. In the more extended interview 
transcript, the teacher’s response is to configure her work as missionary, as making up 
for the deficits in these children’s home lives. I have written about the ways in which 
deficit discourses circulate in schools elsewhere and problematised this pervasive 
tendency (Comber, 1997b).  
 
However as I listened and re-read the transcripts from the interviews I realised that 
their stories were more complex than simply reproducing deficit discourses, though 
they did do this. As they described the material realities of their working days and the 
reported experiences of their students and their families, I discovered other factors at 
play. In the following account a teacher described a recent situation where a parent 
had phoned the school principal when she felt suicidal. 
 
Often, with parents there will be some crisis, that's their crisis, that you've 
got to get pulled out of the room; or [the principal] will come and say, ‘So-
and-so's suicidal. Can you come to the office and Sr C will take your kids'. 
And Sr C was supposed to take J's kids, so therefore J can't go anywhere and 
that also makes people angry, when we're all tired. You think, bloody hell 
how many more times is this going to happen? Which means your tolerance 
for kids like V and J just goes. Sounds grim, doesn't it? The mother rung up 
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sort of a bit suicidal and [the principal] was straight around there like a shot 
and spent a few hours there in the morning. But that was a real shock to me 
because I thought, ‘Why did the mother ring the school?’ 
 
While these mothers fare as badly if not worse than those reported in other studies 
(see Griffith and Smith, 2005; Polakow, 1993), this teacher’s account and others like 
it complicated my understanding of their working lives. Whilst I was there to see and 
hear ‘literacy events and practices’, I came to realise that the space and time for 
pedagogy in this school did not come automatically. These women educators had to 
consciously work to teach in spite of interruptions, various real crises, and limited 
resources (for example no school library or counsellor). The effects of poverty on 
family lives were brought into the school in children’s bodies and minds, and also 
through their families’ relationships with the school and its people. I began to look 
again at the research literature on literacy, low socioeconomic populations and 
schooling. I noticed similarities in the keywords in the abstracts. I became obsessed 
with the word ‘background’. Scholarly article after article reported the supposed 
correlations between lower levels of performance on literacy standards and low 
socioeconomic background, or family background, home background, parental 
background, poverty background, cultural background, disadvantaged background 
and so on. As Smith notes (1987, p3) ‘a mode of ruling has become dominant that 
involves a continual transcription of the local and the particular actualities of our lives 
into abstracted and generalised forms’. ‘Background’ as a keyword both makes the 
pretence of attending to lived realities and at the same time renders them invisible. 
Once having noted ‘background’, I began to hear it everywhere and to consider its 
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potential effects. As Dorothy Smith explains with respect to taking a feminist 
standpoint on sociology: 
 
One started, the process of unravelling the intellectual nets that trapped me 
couldn’t be stopped. (Smith, 2005, p21). 
I began to see how educational researchers from anthropology to psychology to 
sociology had contributed to the black holes of misunderstanding around working-
class and poor children and how such misunderstandings led to further 
misrepresentations in the press (some of that no doubt intentional). In other words 
stories about poor kids circulated from research texts to policy, media and then back 
into schools again as the ‘truth’ about ‘these kids’. One of the reasons for the easy and 
relentless telling of deficit tales was that our very terms – in this case, ‘background’, 
are both empty and yet telling. Readers, policy-makers, teachers are invited to insert 
what they believe they know about families, cultural groups, poverty. I began to trace 
the official textual history of the term. Background first became a descriptor in July 
1966. The 'scope note' or usage definition reads: 
 
Sum of the regular and persistent influences (experiences, conditions, 
circumstances, events, etc.) contributing to the present development or 
characteristics of an individual, group or organization… (Thesaurus of ERIC 
Descriptors, p28). 
 
So much is contained in that word and yet so little. I resolved to continually scrutinise 
the textual practices of my own research to consider their unwitting effects and 
negative consequences. I resolved to hear teachers out, rather than simply ascribing 
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their accounts as moral judgement or the reproduction of deficit discourse. I was 
interested in what it might mean ‘to write a sociology from people’s standpoint as 
contrasted with a standpoint in a theory-governed discourse…’ (Smith, 2005, p1). It 
was not that in my discussions with teachers there were no instances of teachers 
finding parents and children deficit and making moral judgements. These remained. 
But I tried to stay open to what else was going on in their accounts; to hear what their 
work-lives were like, how they experienced them, what they struggled with, what kept 
them sleepless and what gave them hope. I tried to listen more closely for insights 
about the boundaries (and sometimes lack thereof) between their working and 
‘personal lives’. 
 
To work from the standpoint of women as a method of thinking and of writing 
the subject into texts, we must cede from the outset our discursive privilege to 
substitute our understandings for those whose stories instruct us in their 
experience of lived actualities. Yet clearly if we move to an investigation of the 
relations that are not plain either to our interlocutor or ourselves, she cannot be 
our resource for everything we want to know. We want to know more so that 
she can know also. (Smith, 1987, p127) 
 
As a woman researching in schools I resolved to work harder on being able to hear 
and learn from the stories of women educators, not to simply accept them but to know 
more about what is going on. In a sense my project since that time has been to 
investigate further the social relations of schooling and explore what might be 
changed and how teachers might play a part in that. That agenda has involved an 
ongoing examination of who produces knowledge about what on what basis and for 
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whom and to bring women teachers, and indeed teachers generally, within the frame 
where they can contribute to educational discourse about pedagogy, curriculum and 
school structures. I wanted to avoid repeating typical research relations in literacy 
studies which were similar to those noted by Smith (1987, p108). 
 
Women are readily made the objects of sociological study precisely because 
they have not been its subjects.  
 
I continue, with teachers, to try to document accurately the specific discursive and 
material affects of poverty on teachers’ pedagogies and young people’s learning; to 
seek to produce better representations of what is accomplished against the odds; and 
to keep unsettling and contesting the abstract terminologies which prevent us 
understanding what is going on and lock us forever into the circularity of keywords 
such as ‘quality’ and ‘ background’. 
 
Teachers research critical literacy: knowing and doing 
As well as considering the ways in which institutional discourses ‘captured’ my own 
inquiries a significant part of my research work has involved attempts to democratise 
research – ‘expanding people’s own knowledge’ (2005, p1). To that end I spent a 
good deal of the nineties working on establishing and supporting teacher-researcher 
networks, in order to change practice in ways driven by social justice principles. Here 
I give only a brief gloss on that work, but there are two key elements which I see as 
connecting explicitly with working from the standpoint of women and/or developing 
‘a sociology for people’ (Smith, 2005). Firstly in forming teacher-researcher networks 
I sought, along with my colleagues, to re-position teachers as producers of knowledge 
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and secondly in focussing on what we describe as ‘critical literacy’ – an approach to 
education which explores language, power and identity relations – we were very 
much contesting and disrupting taken-for-granted textual representations of the ‘way 
things are’. 
 
I do not go into detail here about the specific projects but simply make some 
observations about the politics of doing this kind of work at a time when measurable 
outputs of particular kinds are increasingly what counts in terms of university 
performance. Working collaboratively with teacher-researchers, including designing 
investigations, supporting teachers to analyse their data and to write for publication is 
not quick and it is not high status. It is much faster to conduct policy analyses or even 
a series of interviews. Democratising research is not simple, nor easily achieved, and 
it is incredibly difficult to find the resources to sustain it. In addition there are many 
leading literacy academics who simply do not see this work as real research and 
certainly do not quote it or cite it. However it is my very strong belief that making a 
difference to young people’s learning by changing schools requires building genuine 
reciprocal relations between those who work in schools and those who work in 
universities, policy, curriculum and assessment institutions. Designing and 
implementing more inclusive, more rigorous and more workable pedagogies must be 
done across these sites and beyond. Yet the funding for such collaborations is hard to 
find and difficult to sustain. And doing research is not part of the working conditions 
of teachers’ lives, excepting where supplementary funds can be found. 
 
In addition to these constraints are considerations of what kinds of publications might 
come out of such projects. My colleagues and I opted to support teachers to write in a 
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range of professional journals, newsletters and magazines and to produce videos 
which we knew would be more likely to be seen by other teachers. This kind of labour 
and its outputs counts for little in academia. Many of these teacher-researchers and 
educators decided to pursue further formal study and acquire research literacies for 
themselves – designing an investigation, learning how to analyse and interpret data – 
often aspects of their everyday working lives. Of these a number have reported their 
anxiety and alienation when faced with the production of academic writing. The 
required discursive shift (Comber, 1999) in their writing was painful and many feared 
it would take too much. However when they developed positions from which they 
could speak and write, many reported a new sense of understanding of their 
institutions, an analytical approach they could bring to bear in different situations, 
which gave them something akin to ‘distance’ in their own workplaces, or at least an 
alternative perspective from which to consider it. Working as a practitioner researcher 
also re-positioned many of these teachers within their workplaces. They began to 
speak with authority, which was not always welcome. Schools as institutions involve 
considerable peer policing and establish and maintain cultures which keep teachers in 
their place. Hence despite the potential of teachers to produce professional knowledge 
its value is often down-played in both schools and universities. 
 
The focus of much of this teacher-research activity was on critical literacy. Taking on 
board Dorothy Smith’s (1987, p78) insight that ‘A critique is more than a negative 
statement. It is an attempt to define an alternative’, my work in critical literacy has 
always had a reconstructive and well as deconstructive aspect. In these very different 
school situations, our collective work shared some core dynamic principles and 
repertoires of practices. I characterised these in the following way as: 
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 Engaging with local realities 
 Researching and analysing language-power relationships, practices and effects 
 Mobilising students' knowledges and practices 
 (Re)designing texts with political and social intent and real-world use 
 Subverting taken for granted 'school’ texts 
 Focusing upon students' use of local cultural texts 
 Examining how power is exercised and by whom. (Comber, 2001a, p276). 
 
Critical literacies, I argued, involve people using language to exercise power, to 
enhance everyday life in schools and communities, and to question practices of 
privilege and injustice, and that critical literacies are negotiated within the more 
mundane and ordinary aspects of daily life. Critical literacies include an ongoing 
analysis of textual practices:  
 
 How do particular texts work?  
 What effects do they have?  
 Who has produced the text, under what circumstances, and for which 
readers?  
 What's missing from this account?  
 How could it be told differently?  
 Critical literacy means practising the use of language in powerful ways to 
get things done in the world (Comber, 2001b, p1). 
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The impetus of the work in critical literacy then was to reposition students and their 
teachers to question the ways things were, to question texts and how they work in 
particular interests. This included school text books, local newspapers, websites, 
picture books designed for children, advertising, food packaging, billboards and 
signage, films and so on. We found that even very young children were able to 
identify books which positioned them as ignorant, or offered limited options for how 
to be a boy or a girl, a mother or a father, or represented the young and the old, the 
rich and the poor in particular ways. As well as critiquing ‘found texts’, teachers and 
students began to consciously write and produce other kinds of texts, including for 
example short documentaries about aspects of school or community life, new alphabet 
books based on their worlds, new Mother’s Day catalogues (O’Brien, 1994), new 
endings to predictable stories, texts which represented themselves in their place in 
ways they were prepared to stand by. This is not the place to discuss this work in any 
detail. Here I simply want to acknowledge that when teachers and young people 
began to engage in telling their stories, and contesting how they had been represented 
and positioned by others, that work was significant. However this talking back and 
taking the position of knowledge producers often met with concern from colleagues 
and even clergy and politicians. Indeed the conservative backlash against critical 
literacy in Australia has been considerable, with the former Minister for Education 
and his advisors reported in several national newspapers re-naming critical literacy as 
trendy postmodernism and ‘dumbing down’. These reports place critical literacy in 
opposition to Shakespeare and to the reading of the classics (see Doecke et al. 2006).  
 
Dorothy Smith has been arguing for decades about the importance of attending to 
texts and the work they do in and through institutions and their associated disciplines, 
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and how they make people into objects and reduce their agency. Schools of course are 
key sites of ‘textual training; there children read from a pre-selection of texts and 
learn to read in particular ways. Over two decades of work in critical literacy in 
schools has worked to change this and to re-position young people as subjects who 
can, even within the limits of school, take action and read against the grain. The 
expressed political wish to return to the literary canon, as a marker of what is 
considered proper for our youth, can be seen as an indicator of the extent to which 
current governments are keen to reign in critical approaches to school curriculum, 
which threaten the fabric of hierarchical knowledges and their guardians. More than 
ever it seems important to investigate the workings of texts at all institutional levels 
and across sites from policy making to media reportage and into multiple local 
institutions. 
 
 
Teachers investigate unequal outcomes: cross-generational perspectives  
Many projects later,  all in various ways addressing the same problematic, the 
complex relationships between literacy, poverty and schooling, I am still working 
with Smith’s provocations and approaches to discovering and understanding everyday 
life – particularly the work of teachers. Here I refer very briefly to a recent project to 
illustrate. Smith (2005, p20) writes: 
 
…[A]t all class levels and among whatever racial difference, women remained 
marginal within the ruling relations, playing the subordinate roles, lacking 
agency, producing their work for men’s appropriation. 
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My work has suggested that this has been particularly true of the work of school 
teachers generally – variously the targets of critique and the sources of evidence of 
success when it suits politicians and researchers. In a recent project entitled Teachers 
investigate unequal literacy outcomes: cross-generational perspectives, my colleague 
Barbara Kamler and I, working with Kirsten Hutchison and Lyn Kerkham, as research 
associates, and twenty teachers from Victoria and South Australia, tried once again to 
re-position teachers as knowers and as investigators of the persistent problem of 
inequitable outcomes (see Comber and Kamler,  2004; Kamler and Comber, 2005). 
Starting from a feminist standpoint and involving teachers as researchers in a 
collective project was our approach to ‘expanding people’s own knowledges’ (Smith, 
2005, p1). We were interested in discovering, documenting and examining with 
teachers, their professional knowledges. We deliberately sought to involve both early 
and late career teachers in exploring the question of unequal outcomes. We started by 
recruiting teachers in their first few years of teaching and invited them to bring a late 
career colleague who would be prepared to work with them in a collaborative three 
year study. Project participants included both women and men. 
 
At our first meeting in Victoria one of the late career teachers admitted that he had 
some reservations about coming back to university and also about research. Indeed 
many of the experienced teachers expressed a similar concern. ‘Universities’ and 
‘research’ it seems were words that triggered scepticism. As we talked many recalled 
the ways in which researchers critiqued teachers’ practices without offering ways 
forward, or alternatively, offered the supposed ‘right way’ without knowledge of their 
working contexts. However because their early career partners had invited them they 
had agreed to attend the first meeting to ‘test the waters’; they expressed surprise that 
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we wanted to hear from them. The same teacher, who had been teaching for 34 years, 
reported that when his early career partner interviewed him about his experience and 
knowledge about teaching literacy, about social justice and about what he believed 
made a positive difference to young people, that it was the first time in his career that 
he had ever been asked what he thought about such matters. At a workshop several 
months later he told a story of how the mayor in his local area had recently retired and 
how there had been many feature articles in the local press about him, even though he 
had only been mayor for several years. The point of his story was poignant. ‘Old 
teachers’, he said, ‘just shuffle off and disappear’. Their knowledge, their experience 
counts for little beyond the school. In the light of such comments, how generative is 
Dorothy Smith’s phrase – ‘a sociology for people’!  
 
In our work over three years we sought to build knowledge with teachers about why 
and how particular children were being failed by their schooling and what these 
teachers could and were doing to make a difference and what the limits of that were. 
In a sense we engaged in a small way through this collaborative ethnographic research 
in inducting these teachers into serious investigations about their teaching of literacy 
and children’s differential responses to it. We invited them to investigate each other’s 
working knowledges through extended interviews of their partner teachers and then to 
participate with us in analysing the transcripts. The early career teachers conducted a 
comprehensive interview with their late career partner about what they had done 
across their careers with respect to teaching literacy, the impact of various policies 
and trends, their experience in working with low SES children, their current practices, 
doubts and confusions, what had kept them in the profession and so on. The late 
career teachers conducted a similar in-depth interview with their early career partner, 
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asking what had brought them into teaching, what they had learnt at school, university 
and other workplaces about literacy, what they believed about pedagogy, what 
problems, questions and doubts they had about their work. Sometimes these 
interviews went for hours and they were still incomplete. My point here, following 
Smith,  is that research design included teachers as subjects rather than as the objects 
of study. The late career teachers reported that so much of their lived experience and 
practical working knowledge had remained unspoken throughout their careers. Their 
early career counter-parts pushed them to explain and account for their practice, their 
need to know was so great. This need to hear and need to know is a hallmark of 
Dorothy Smith’s work as a researcher.  
 
These interviews proved to go beyond mere description, and in many cases generated 
deep analysis and retrospective re-interpretations of a working life. For many of these 
teachers – their investigations through interviews, case studies with children and 
action research on their re-designed pedagogies – produced a researcher disposition to 
the extent that they were seeing research possibilities in their daily working lives, 
which of course as Smith has pointed out potentially allows for a different kind of 
knowing that is not already ‘captured’.  
 
Our politics were explicit from the beginning of the project. The teachers knew where 
we coming from on questions of literacy, social justice and teachers’ work. They also 
knew that we were serious about working as a collective to generate new knowledge. 
To that end we co-developed a professional library, read papers and articles that 
provided provocations or offered new vocabularies for ‘getting out of deficit’ 
(Comber and Kamler, 2004); along with the teacher-researcher groups in each state 
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we critically examined children’s work and teachers’ interpretations of it; we 
scrutinised classroom video footage which was offered as evidence of changed 
practice; we talked about the problems of work intensification, the domination of 
standards and record-keeping agendas and more. Over three years, working with the 
teachers, we generated a collective approach to making a difference to ‘at-risk’ 
students, named ‘turn-around pedagogies’. We consciously tried to renovate our 
vocabularies and detect professional blind-spots where pseudo-knowledge prevented 
us seeing what was going on.  
 
Doing this research was not easy for the teachers or for us. Teachers began to 
recognise their misinterpretations of children’s behaviour, under-estimations of what 
they could achieve, how deficit judgements were often their default positions, how 
colleagues resented their efforts to open up the curriculum, how going public about 
what you know can attract unwelcome scorn, how taking professional responsibility 
for all students was an exhausting and complex business that needed ongoing 
research. From our perspective we saw the potential power of working across multiple 
sites from a shared problematic. We got glimpses of how such opportunities for 
reciprocal mentoring across generations might be built into teachers’ working lives.  
 
However it is not simple to make the time and space for knowledge-making and to 
have teachers write about what they knew. We worked on multiple texts and our 
publication project is by no means complete. A number of the teachers contributed to 
a book (Comber and Kamler 2005) and many wrote or co-authored papers for journals 
and professional magazines (Boyer, Maney, Kamler and Comber, 2004; Comber, 
Kamler, Hood, Moreau and Painter 2004). Sometimes teachers were so fired up from 
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research conversations with their peers (both face-to-face and teleconferences), they 
continued to speak onto digital recorders after the meeting. One teacher, Di Hood, 
produced an extended monologue about the changed nature of her working 
conditions. Working with Barbara Kamler she edited her account into a transcript 
poem, which she published as part of a journal article. The poem has also been used in 
other contexts. I include here because it has great resonance concerning institutional 
work and the concomitant textual practices and also gives some sense of other ways in 
which teachers might speak back. 
Insert Figure 2 here 
Teacher draining and development: A transcript poem 
 
 
Over the years I have seen a huge increase  
in the way schools are expected  
to take on systems-based  
responsibilities.   
More and more  
we get  
top  
down  
stuff.  
 
 
The department seems to be just  
pushing their responsibilities  
further and further    
down the line 
and that guilt thing comes in. 
‘If I don’t do it, I’m letting my school down 
because there’s nobody else around.’ 
So much is being heaped on the school. 
The principals  
are totally overwhelmed  
so are the deputies  
so then it gets pushed further  
down the pecking order  
to the point where you’re doing  
systems stuff  
instead of   
important stuff  
to improve the learning of the students. 
 
Someone on staff has to be  
the Occupational Health & Safety rep 
and they do five days training during the 
year. 
Then they come back to school  
and they have to have a weekly meeting with 
the principal  
and OK, that’s given to them in school time 
however there are lots of other times  
when that person could be having  
a cup of coffee, 
doing  
some professional reading 
having  
an in-depth conversation with a colleague  
going  
to the Resource Centre for new teaching 
ideas.  
They can’t do any of that  
because they’re bogged  
down  
in  
systems  
top  
down  
expectations.  
 
The Occupational Health & Safety rep  
has to sign off paper work  
just simply to purchase resources in the 
school. 
I understand there have to be  
safety measures 
but there is so much of it these days  
it just totally   drains  
 people.  
This top down stuff is  
draining  
the enthusiasm  
and energy level  
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of teachers. 
 
Our district decided to have one  
single referral form  
for guidance requests, speech requests, 
attendance requests. 
So when you want to seek any assistance  
from outside agencies  
we have a new form we need to fill out.  
Now that was OK   
but the angst it has generated is  
incredible  
to the point where they had to run 
 a training and development session   
on how to fill out  
the form. 
I went off to this training and development  
and walked out of there feeling  
absolutely   depressed.  
What on earth  
has this got to do with my everyday 
teaching? 
What can it do   
to help me  
help my students? 
 
Sure, if we have kids that we’re worried 
about 
we certainly seek guidance counsellors or 
speech therapists 
but by the time they get around to assessing 
the students 
it could be two years down the track.  
And yet here we are  
doing training and development  
on how to fill out 
a form  
that won’t get any action for months  
and months   and months. 
 
Another classic example of this top down 
training and development  
was the new negotiated education plan CD. 
We were notified that training and 
development  
would be run over two sessions. 
Being the coordinator in the school  
I encouraged  as many of my staff as I could 
to go along.  
We sat there in this hall.  
It was stinking hot 
the air conditioning wasn’t working  
and then the people running the show started 
to talk about  
how to negotiate 
can you believe they used that phrase? 
your way around the negotiated education 
plan CD-ROM.  
Six hours of training and development all up  
and a lot of us came away feeling  
What on earth  
did we go there  
for? 
The people delivering the training and 
development  
didn’t really have an understanding  
of how to work the CD  
and people were asking questions  
and they were saying “Yes, we found that 
problem too 
but we don’t know how to answer that.”  
Once we got back into the schools and 
started using this software 
we ran into all kinds of problems 
so we were on the phone to our support 
personnel 
and they too  
couldn’t  
answer  
our questions.  
 
It seems that the department comes up  
with these great ideas, 
they shunt them  
out into the schools, 
they give the job to inexperienced people 
to teach the plebs in the classroom  
and they haven’t got their head around it.  
The package they’re delivering 
is quite often faulty or full of glitches 
so instead of walking away from that 
training and development  
thinking  
“Oh yes, I understand this, I know how to 
work this” 
you walk away feeling  
even more  
frustrated  
than you were before you went. 
 
That has a huge  
impact   
on the emotional    
well-being   
and    
morale    
of teachers. 
 
The expectation is  
the classroom teacher  
needs to do this 
the classroom teacher  
needs to do that 
and I find myself saying  
No, stop!  
 
Teachers  are so busy  
trying to get their head around the 
managerial side of teaching  
going off to training and development 
in their own time to find out more  
but really  
what has it got to do with the  
actual   learning of the 
students   
that they’re teaching?  
It might make the school run a tad better  
it certainly takes the pressure off  
different people  
in the department  
but I do  
challenge and question the relevance  
for the learning of the students 
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After all 
we are there  
to teach students.  
We are  
NOT there  
to do increasingly  
more  
of the department’s work. 
 
Nothing seems straight forward anymore.  
Every time you go to do something  
that is supposedly to help you with your 
students 
you have to go through  
this obstacle course 
to get to the end 
and of course  
by the time you’ve  
got  
to the end  
you’re  
absolutely  
pooped.  
 
(Di Hood, in Comber et al., 2004) 
 
 
Di’s poem expressed many of the sentiments we heard over the three years about 
everyday work intensification. I am anxious about the overwhelming exhaustion and 
frustration teachers report and how it takes away from their capacities to imagine, 
design and enact more empowering pedagogies and to sustain their own professional 
inquiries and identities. My aim is not to simply sympathise with teachers, but to 
understand the changing nature of their work and the ways in which translocal 
discourses increasingly govern institutional practices (Smith, 2005). 
 
 
Concluding remarks 
I have both agonised and over and delighted in putting this paper together. Agonised, 
because it is not possible to do justice to the complexity or sharpness of Dorothy 
Smith’s body of work in such a short and selective personal account. However I have 
also delighted in re-visiting her inspirational books of the eighties and nineties and am 
truly in awe of her recent offerings (Griffith and Smith,  2005; Smith, 2005). As I said 
at the outset Dorothy Smith’s work is something that I, many of my colleagues and 
research students, make use of in our everyday scholarly work. Many of her stories 
and her analyses stay with me as I look at my own data and research practices. Her 
account of how she and Alison Griffith came to understand the work of mothers for 
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schooling (Smith, 2005, p141) and how ‘mothering discourse’ infused their own 
understandings is a case in point. Further they then go to explain how such practices, 
namely handing off the work of school to the family, work to produce ‘institutional 
forms of the family-school relation that formed what [they] called the engine of 
inequality’ (Griffith and Smith 2005, p136). Clearly such themes are central to my 
work. The continual critical reflexivity Dorothy Smith brings to her work and the 
sharpness of her insights that come from really listening to the actualities of people’s 
lived experiences are for me beacons in an increasingly bleak educational landscape. 
 
However despite an extremely worrisome policy landscape I continue to work with 
teachers in an attempt to examine and change the relations of knowing and doing in 
and across educational institutions, hoping that as we understand better what we are 
doing and the effects of what we do, we can consider alternatives and avoid capture.  
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